BEFORE THE
CALIFORNIA STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD

IN THE MATTER OF STANISLAUS COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES PETITION FOR REVIEW OF ORDER NO. R5-2011-0021 OF THE CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD, CENTRAL VALLEY REGION.
Pursuant to Water Code section 13220, subdivision (a), and California Code of Regulations, title 23, section 2050, the Stanislaus County Department of Environmental Resources ("Petitioner" or the "County") hereby petitions the State Water Resources Control Board ("State Board") for review of Cease and Desist Order No. R5-2011-0021 ("CDO") adopted by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region ("Regional Board") on April 8, 2011. A copy of the CDO is attached to this Petition as Exhibit A. A copy of this Petition has been sent to the Regional Board. A copy of the Request to Prepare Record of Proceeding is attached as Exhibit B. The issues and a summary of the bases for the Petition follow. Petitioner reserves the right to file a more detailed memorandum in support of its Petition when the full administrative record is available and any other material has been submitted. Petitioner requests a hearing in this matter.

The Petitioner and the Regional Board have worked cooperatively during the development of the CDO to achieve the common goal of protecting water quality. The Petitioner appreciates the Regional Board’s willingness to compromise and commends the Regional Board for addressing many complex technical and legal issues in the CDO in a professional and conscientious way. The Petitioner expects to continue to work cooperatively with the Regional Board in the future. While the revisions made to the CDO following the hearing addressed many of Petitioner’s outstanding issues with the CDO, the Petitioner still has concerns regarding the requirements and deadlines in the CDO. Thus, with great respect for the Regional Board and its staff, Petitioner must seek review of the CDO from the State Board in order to preserve Petitioner’s rights.

1 The State Water Resources Control Board’s regulations require submission of a statement of points and authorities in support of a petition (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 23, § 2050, subd. (a)(7)), and this document is intended to serve as a preliminary memorandum. However, it is impossible to prepare a complete statement and memorandum in the absence of the complete administrative record, which is not yet available. In addition, the Petitioner will introduce further evidence before the State Board as permitted by California Code Regulation, title 23, section 2050.6 and Water Code section 13320, subdivision (b), that was not available at the time of the Regional Board hearing.
This Petition is a protective filing, and Petitioner requests that the State Board hold this petition in abeyance pursuant to California Code of Regulations, title 23, section 2050.5, subdivision (d), until further notice. If this Petition is not held in abeyance for any reason, Petitioner will file an amended petition and supporting declaration seeking a stay under Water Code section 13321, subdivision (a), and California Code of Regulations, title 23, section 2053.

1. **NAME AND ADDRESS OF PETITIONER**

Stanislaus County Department of Environmental Resources

3800 Cornucopia Way, Suite C

Modesto, CA 95358

Attn: Jami Aggers

2. **ACTION OF THE REGIONAL BOARD TO BE REVIEWED**

The Petitioner seeks review of the Regional Board’s action in adopting Order No. R5-2011-0021, which was the issuance of the CDO.

3. **DATE OF THE REGIONAL BOARD ACTION**

The Regional Board issued its Order on April 8, 2011.

4. **STATEMENT OF REASONS WHY THE REGIONAL BOARD’S ACTION WAS INAPPROPRIATE OR IMPROPER**

As set forth below, the action of the Regional Board with respect to Petitioner was not supported by the record, and was arbitrary, vague and in violation of law and policy.

   **A. The Remedial Schedule in the CDO is Inconsistent with Resolution No. 92-49**

State Board Resolution No. 92-49 mandates the Regional Board to “require the discharger to conduct investigation, and cleanup and abatement, in a progressive sequence.” (Resolution No. 92-49, § II.A.1.) The remedial schedule in the CDO is not progressive. Rather, it requires the County to submit a Report of Waste Discharge only fifteen months after the County implements measures to optimize the landfill gas system. This means that the County will have less than fifteen months to operate the optimized landfill gas system, collect monitoring data, analyze the effectiveness of the optimized landfill gas system, determine whether additional corrective action...
is needed, and if so, to prepare an updated engineering feasibility study. In addition, the Report of Waste Discharge is due the same day as the Groundwater Plume Investigation Report despite the fact that CDO requires the County to use the information in the Groundwater Plume Investigation Report to prepare the Report of Waste Discharge. (CDO, ¶ 7.a. ("...the ROWD shall describe...the nature and extent of groundwater impacts for each COC in all zones affected by the release (use the information submitted in the Groundwater Plume Investigation Report...").)

Furthermore, the CDO requires the County to prepare five different reports within less than two years and conduct additional monitoring. Because the remedial schedule in the CDO does not allow the County to conduct investigation, and cleanup and abatement in a progressive sequence as required by Resolution No. 92-49, it is invalid.

Furthermore, separate and apart from requirements of Resolution No. 92-49, the remedial schedule in the CDO is inappropriate and improper because it is unnecessarily compressed and burdensome.

**B. The Regional Board Failed to Consider the Financial and Technical Resources Available to the County in Violation of Resolution No. 92-49**

The Regional Board is required under Resolution No. 92-49 to “determine schedules for investigation, and cleanup and abatement, taking into account...the financial and technical resources available to the discharger.” (Resolution No. 92-49, § IV.C.) However, it is clear from the Regional Board’s response to the County’s comments on the Tentative CDO that the Regional Board failed to adequately consider these factors in developing the remedial schedule in the CDO. In response to the County’s concern that it does not have the technical resources to comply with the remedial schedule in the CDO due to budget shortfalls and staff reductions, the Regional Board stated:

Prosecution staff understands that many public agencies are struggling with problems due to understaffing, and compliance with the proposed CDO will require ongoing administrative efforts. However, most of the technical work can, and normally would be, performed by consultants. Likewise, the physical work would be performed by contractors. (Regional Board Response to Comments, p. 16.)

This response misses the mark. While it is true that most of the technical and physical work required by the CDO will be conducted by consultants, staff will also have to spend significant
time engaging the consultants and overseeing their work. Staff’s oversight efforts will include responding to information requests, reviewing and commenting on draft reports, attending meetings and communicating regularly with the consultants to ensure that they stay on schedule. These tasks are time consuming, particularly for a public agency that is severely understaffed. Therefore, the Regional Board was required to take into consideration the County’s ability to complete such tasks with its current resources in developing the remedial schedule, and its failure to do so violates Resolution No. 92-49.

The CDO also failed to take into account the financial resources available to the County. The remedial schedule requires the County to implement measures to optimize the landfill gas system and to prepare a Landfill Gas Extraction System Optimization Report, a Well Destruction Replacement Report, and a Groundwater Investigation Workplan, all within eight months from adoption of the CDO. In addition, it requires the County to submit two very detailed reports, the Groundwater Plume Investigation Report and the Report of Waste Discharge, on the same day. In total, the remedial schedule will likely require the County to spend nearly $2 million within less than 2 years. (Regional Board’s Response to Comments, p. 18.) This is a significant sum for the County given that its funds for post-closure activities are limited to the $450,000 in tipping fees it receives from the Fink Road Landfill. Clearly, the Regional Board did not consider the financial resources available to the County when it developed the reporting deadlines. Accordingly, the CDO does not comply with Resolution No. 92-49.

Furthermore, separate and apart from requirements of Resolution No. 92-49, the CDO is inappropriate and improper because it is very expensive and unnecessarily burdensome.

C. The Regional Board Failed to Make Sufficient Findings to Support the Requirements in the CDO

When taking adjudicatory action, such as the adoption of the CDO, the Regional Board is required to make findings that “bridge the analytical gap between the raw evidence and ultimate decision or order.” (Topanga Association for a Scenic Community vs. County of Los Angeles (1974) 11 Cal.3d 506, 515.) The purpose of this requirement is to allow the parties to the
proceeding to determine whether and on what basis to seek review and to enable the reviewing
court to “trace and examine the agency’s mode of analysis.” (Id. at 516.)

The findings in the CDO are insufficient to “bridge the analytical gap.” For example, the
CDO does not provide any findings to support the remedial schedule in the CDO. The CDO
requires the County to submit a Report of Waste Discharge by December 30, 2012 whereas the
Revised Tentative CDO allowed the County until December 30, 2013 to submit a Report of Waste
Discharge. As a result of this expedited schedule, the County will have less than fifteen months to
operate the optimized landfill gas system, collect monitoring data, analyze the effectiveness of the
optimized landfill gas system, determine whether additional corrective action is needed, and if so,
to prepare an updated engineering feasibility study. This expedited schedule is impractical and is
not justified by the findings in the CDO. Indeed, the findings in the CDO do not even mention the
remedial schedule. Because the Regional Board failed to include sufficient findings in the CDO to
support the remedial schedule, the CDO is invalid.

D. The Regional Board is Estopped From Enforcing the Requirements in
Provisions G.12.g and G.12.h of the WDRs

The Regional Board is estopped from taking enforcement action against the County for
alleged failure to submit the corrective action and well installation plans required by Provisions
G.12.g and G.12.h of the County’s Waste Discharge Requirements (“WDRs”) because the
Regional Board failed to notify the County that it disagreed with the conclusions in the County’s
be asserted against the government “where justice and right require it.” (Lentz v. McMahon
(1989) 49 Cal.3d 393, 399 (citations omitted).) Estoppel applies in administrative proceedings
when the following four elements are present: “(1) the party to be estopped must know the facts;
(2) he must intend that his conduct shall be acted upon, or must so act that the party asserting the
estoppel had the right to believe that it was so intended; (3) the party asserting the estoppel must
be ignorant of the true state of facts; and (4) he must rely upon the conduct to his injury.” (Spray,
also In the Matter of the Petition of William G. Kengel, Order No. WQ 89-20 (Cal.St.Wat.Res.Bd.
While estoppel generally arises from words or conduct, estoppel may also arise from silence where there is a duty to speak, and the party upon whom such duty rests has an opportunity to speak but remains silent. *Spray, Gould & Bowers v. Associated Internat. Insurance Co.*, (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 1260, 1268. A duty to speak need not rest upon any legal obligation. *(Ibid.)* Rather, the duty may arise from "principles of natural justice." *(Ibid.)*

All of the elements of estoppel are present in this case. First, the Regional Board was aware that the County had submitted its Evaluation Report to the Regional Board on October 30, 2009; that the Evaluation Report concluded that "[s]ince LFG is already being mitigated in the northern area of the site, and there is evidence of a positive effect on groundwater, no additional corrective action measures are recommended other than continuing plans for enhanced groundwater extraction and treatment" (Evaluation Report, p. 23.); and that the Regional Board disagreed with the Evaluation Report's conclusion that no corrective action measures were needed.

Second, the Regional Board had a duty to inform the County if the Evaluation Report did not comply with the requirements of Provision G.12.f because compliance with the requirements in G.12.g and G.12.h of the WDRs were dependent upon the conclusions in the Evaluation Report. The Regional Board, however, did not inform the County that it disagreed with the conclusions in the Evaluation Report or otherwise indicate that the Evaluation Report did not satisfy the requirements of Provision G.12.f. until it issued the draft CDO more than one year after the County submitted its Evaluation Report. The Regional Board knew that the County would interpret its silence to mean that the Regional Board concurred with the conclusions in the Evaluation Report since common Regional Board practice is to provide a written response to technical reports, and if necessary, request revisions to reports that the Regional Board believes do not comply with the Regional Board's requirements.

Third, the County was not aware that the Regional Board disagreed with the conclusions in its Evaluation Report. Indeed, the County never received any written comments or communications from the Regional Board in response to the Evaluation Report until it received the draft CDO.
Lastly, the County relied on the Regional Board’s silence to its detriment. The County reasonably assumed that the Regional Board concurred with the conclusion in the Evaluation Report that further corrective action in the northern area of the site was not required and therefore did not submit a corrective action plan or a well installation plan for the north area. The test for estoppel has been clearly met in this case, and the Regional Board is thus estopped from citing the County in the CDO for failing to comply with the requirements of Provisions G.12.g or G.12.h of the WDRs.

E. The Regional Board Violated Water Code Section 13267 and Resolution No. 92-49 By Failing to Adequately Consider Whether the Burdens, Including Cost, of the Investigation, Monitoring and Reporting Provisions in the CDO Bear a Reasonable Relationship to the Benefit

When ordering a discharger to conduct an investigation and prepare technical reports, under Water Code section 13267 and Resolution No. 92-49, the Regional Board must insure that the burden, including cost, of the reports bears a reasonable relationship to the benefits provided. The CDO imposes numerous additional monitoring, investigation and technical reporting obligations on the County. The Regional Board, however, made no effort to conduct the analysis required by Section 13267 and Resolution No. 92-49. It did not quantify the costs of the additional monitoring, investigation and technical reporting obligations and compare them to the benefits provided by such actions. Rather, the Regional Board merely concluded, “The burden placed on the Discharger to comply with the additional requirements is reasonable, considering the gravity of the water quality impacts associated with these constituents.” (CDO, ¶ 38.) This type of conclusory analysis does not satisfy the Regional Board’s obligations under Water Code section 13267 or Resolution No. 92-49.

Furthermore, the findings in the CDO regarding the additional monitoring, investigation and technical reporting obligations are insufficient because they do not bridge the analytical gap between the Regional Board’s conclusion that these additional requirements are reasonable and the raw evidence. Accordingly, the CDO is invalid.
F. The CDO Violates the Controllable Factors Policy in the Basin Plan

The Regional Board’s ability to regulate water quality is limited by the Controllable Factors Policy in the Basin Plan. That policy provides that the Regional Board may only apply water quality objectives to controllable water quality factors. (See Basin Plan, III-1.00, IV-15.00 (emphasis added).) “Controllable water quality factors” are defined as “those actions, conditions, or circumstances resulting from human activities that may influence the quality of the waters of the State, that are subject to the authority of the State Water Board or the Regional Water Board, and that may be reasonably controlled.” (Basin Plan, III-1.00, IV-15.00 (emphasis added).)

The CDO violates the Controllable Factors Policy to the extent it can be interpreted to require the County to obtain hydraulic control of all impacted groundwater coming from the site. As indicated by evidence in the record, hydraulic control of the plume with extraction and treatment of groundwater is not a controllable water quality factor because the volume of groundwater flowing beneath the site is so large that it cannot be reasonably controlled. Moreover, even if the groundwater could be controlled it would be impracticable to treat and dispose of such a large quantity of water.

The requirements in the CDO to control inorganic pollutants also violate the Controllable Factors Policy because the presence of inorganic pollutants may not be the result of human activities. Also, it is not feasible to remove the inorganic pollutants from the site.

G. Finding 23 is Speculative, Unnecessary and Erroneous

Finding 23 in the CDO provides in relevant part,

It is believed that the shallow groundwater is in connection with the river, and because the existing groundwater remediation system is not capable of containing the plume, it is likely that groundwater contaminants are entering the Tuolumne River. No monitoring has yet taken place to confirm or deny such discharge, but if it were to occur, it may be in violation of the Clean Water Act and/or State Water Board Resolution 68-16.

Even if, arguendo, monitoring were to confirm that pollutants were migrating from the landfill through groundwater to the river, that would not necessarily violate the Clean Water Act or Resolution 68-16. The Clean Water Act prohibits the unpermitted discharge of pollutants from point sources. The migration of pollutants through groundwater is not a point source discharge,
therefore, it would not violate the Clean Water Act. Similarly, the statement in paragraph 23
presumes the conclusion of an anti-degradation analysis that has not been conducted. In short, this
statement is speculative, inflammatory and legally suspect.

Moreover, the statement does not serve any purpose. The Regional Board has not relied on
the Clean Water Act or Resolution 68-16 for its authority to impose the requirements in the CDO.
Therefore, the finding in Paragraph 23 is also unnecessary.

5. THE MANNER IN WHICH THE PETITIONER IS AGGRIEVED

The Petitioner is aggrieved as a discharger subject to the conditions and limitations in the
CDO which are more stringent and/or onerous than required or provided for under current law.
The CDO is unsupported by adequate findings, and the findings and order provisions are
unsupported by evidence in the record and evidence to be adduced at a hearing before the State
Board. These inappropriate, improper and unlawful conditions and limitations will require the
Petitioner to expend more money and resources to comply with the CDO than would have been
required if the CDO was comprised of appropriate, proper and lawful conditions. Because of the
severe economic circumstances confronting the Petitioner and the rest of the state and country, the
unnecessary expenditure of money and resources is particularly harmful.

6. THE SPECIFIC ACTION BY THE STATE OR REGIONAL BOARD
REQUESTED

As discussed above, the Petitioner requests that this Petition be held in abeyance. If it
becomes necessary for the Petitioner to pursue its appeal, the Petitioner requests that the State
Board issue an Order:

- Remanding the CDO to the Regional Board;
- Requiring the Regional Board to extend the deadline to provide a Report of Waste
  Discharge to December 30, 2013;
- Requiring the Regional Board to delete the improper findings in Paragraph 23;
- Requiring the Regional Board to delete the improper allegations regarding
  violations of provisions G.12.g and G.12.h of the WDRs;
- Requiring the Regional Board to consider the financial and technical resources
  available to the County in accordance with Resolution No. 92-49;
Requiring the Regional Board to comply with the Controllable Factors Policy;
Requiring the Regional Board to conduct the analysis required by Water Code
section 13267;
Requiring the Regional Board to make sufficient findings; and
Providing for such other and further relief as is just and proper and as may be
requested by the Petitioner.

7. A STATEMENT OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF
LEGAL ISSUES RAISED IN THIS PETITION

The Petitioner's preliminary statement of points and authorities is set forth in Section 4
above. The Petitioner reserves the right to supplement this statement upon receipt and review of
the administrative record.

8. A STATEMENT THAT THE PETITION HAS BEEN SENT TO THE
APPROPRIATE REGIONAL BOARD

A true and correct copy of the Petition was mailed by First Class Mail on May 5, 2011, to
the Regional Board at the following address:
Pamela Creedon, Executive Officer
California Regional Water Quality Control Board,
Central Valley Region
11020 Sun Center Drive, #200
Rancho Cordova, California 95670-6114

9. A STATEMENT THAT THE SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES OR OBJECTIONS
RAISED IN THE PETITION WERE RAISED BEFORE THE REGIONAL
BOARD

The substantive issues and objections raised in this Petition were raised before the
Regional Board.

10. REQUEST TO HOLD PETITION IN ABEYANCE

The Petitioner requests that the State Board hold this Petition in abeyance pursuant to
California Code of Regulations, title 23, section 2050.5, subdivision (d).

11. REQUEST FOR HEARING

The Petitioner requests that the State Board hold a hearing at which the Petitioner can
present additional evidence to the State Board. Because the Petitioner requests that this Petition
be held in abeyance by the State Board, in the event this Petition is made active, the Petitioner will submit as an amendment to this Petition a statement regarding that additional evidence and a summary of contentions to be addressed or evidence to be introduced and a showing of why the contentions or evidence have not been previously or adequately presented, as required under California Code of Regulations, title 23, section 2050.6, subdivisions (a) and (b).

DATED: May 5, 2011

By: [Signature]
Gregory J. Newmark
Attorneys for Petitioner, Stanislaus County Department of Environmental Resources
CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
CENTRAL VALLEY REGION

CEASE AND DESIST ORDER R5-2011-0021

FOR
STANISLAUS COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
GEER ROAD CLASS III LANDFILL, STANISLAUS COUNTY

TO CEASE AND DESIST

FROM DISCHARGING CONTRARY TO REQUIREMENTS

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region, ("Central Valley Water Board" or "Board") finds that:

1. On 24 April 2009, the Central Valley Water Board adopted Waste Discharge Requirements ("WDRs") Order R5-2009-0051, prescribing waste discharge requirements and compliance schedules for the Geer Road Class III landfill. According to the WDRs, the landfill is owned, and was formerly operated by, the Stanislaus County Department of Environmental Resources (hereafter referred to as Discharger).

2. The Geer Road Landfill is eight miles east of Modesto, adjacent to the Tuolumne River. The 168-acre facility comprises Assessor's Parcel Numbers 9-29-09, 9-29-12 and 18-03-13, and includes the closed Class III landfill and a sedimentation basin (see Attachment A, a part of this Order). The site was operated as a sanitary landfill by Stanislaus County from 1970 until 1990 and accepted residential, commercial, industrial, cannery, construction and demolition wastes. The Discharger estimates that the landfill contains approximately 4.5 million tons of waste. Stanislaus County also owns the Triangle Ranch (Assessor's Parcel Number 9-029-015), which is adjacent to the northwest side of the landfill.

3. The landfill was closed in 1995. For the top deck, a geomembrane liner is overlain by vegetative soil. For the slide slopes, compacted clay is overlain by vegetative soil. Closure was approved in July 1996 and the WDRs prescribe post closure and corrective action requirements, as well as requirements to maintain financial assurances and conduct monitoring.

4. The discharge of wastes has polluted the groundwater beneath the landfill with volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and metals. This pollution was first identified in 1985. Since that time, several investigations have been completed. The Discharger has implemented multiple phases of corrective action, including: no longer accepting waste; closure of the landfill with the cap described above; installation and subsequent expansion of a landfill gas extraction system; installation of a shallow zone groundwater extraction and treatment system at the southwestern edge of the landfill; and optimization of the existing groundwater extraction system.
5. However, as described in the Findings of the 2009 WDRs, (a) the horizontal and vertical extent of groundwater contamination has not been defined on the northwest, west, and southwest sides of the landfill; and (b) the existing landfill gas and groundwater extraction systems are not adequate to prevent migration of VOCs and inorganic constituents away from the site or into deeper groundwater zones.

6. The Findings of the WDRs describe the surface water and groundwater conditions at the landfill. To summarize, the landfill is bordered on the south and west by agricultural land. The Tuolumne River is within 300 feet of the southern boundary of the landfill and with 600 feet of the western boundary (see Attachment A). Groundwater elevations tend to vary over time by up to five feet, and can rise up to 15 feet above normal levels in response to seasonal high river flows. This indicates that the shallow groundwater beneath the landfill is in hydraulic communication with the river.

7. Wastes were deposited at some depth below the ground surface and at approximately 40 feet above the ground surface. It is highly probable that groundwater rises into the waste mass at times. As stated on page 3 of the Kleinfelder’s 2001 Groundwater Investigation Report, Geer Road Landfill,

   "An employee from Stanislaus County, who was present at the landfill in 1985 and 1986, reported that excavations in the landfill area north of Janzten Road were dug to depths of approximately 80 feet below grade. He also stated that water was often observed in the northern cell during construction. It is likely that the water in the excavation was from groundwater entering the excavation....Many of the depths of the cells [in the southern and western area of the landfill] are not known, but if they were dug deeper than the 1974 plans, it is possible that they were also excavated into groundwater."

The issue of groundwater in the waste was also discussed on page 6 of SCS Engineers’ 2009 Engineering Feasibility Study which states

   "A County employee who worked at the site during active operations has stated that excavations for waste disposal were frequently advanced until groundwater was encountered and there was evidence of groundwater infiltration into some of the disposal trenches during periods of operation."

---

1 First Semi-Annual 2010 Detection, Evaluation, and Corrective Action Monitoring Report Geer Road Landfill, Stanislaus County. SCS Engineers, 2010
3 See page 7 of Kleinfelder’s 2002 Evaluation Monitoring and Engineering Feasibility Study
Board staff has analyzed post-closure topographic survey data, landfill gas extraction well boring logs and groundwater elevations measured in 2010, and find that that groundwater continues to be in contact with low-lying waste in the northern portion of the landfill. Although there is less specific data for the southern portion of the landfill, it appears probable that wastes are also in contact with groundwater in this area as well.

8. First groundwater is monitored by 22 wells with screens set between an average upper screen elevation of 67 feet mean sea level (msl) to an average bottom interval of 48 feet msl. The deeper zone groundwater is monitored by 12 wells, with screens set between an average upper screen elevation of 27 feet msl to an average bottom elevation of 9 feet msl. Based on vertical gradients measured in the monitoring wells, the deeper zone is likely in hydraulic communication with the shallow zone and the river.

9. During the February and May 2010 monitoring events, the groundwater flow direction for the shallow zone was calculated to be southwest, towards the Tuolumne River. During the same monitoring events, a downward gradient was present in shallow monitoring wells in the eastern portion of the landfill. The western portion of the landfill has periods of upward gradient. The boundary conditions between the two aquifer zones have not been defined well enough to understand the cause of the change in groundwater potentials, although the Discharger has stated that the "...apparent conflicting gradients... may result from laterally discontinuous zones of semi-confined strata and pumping of groundwater extraction wells."

10. The base of the deeper zone appears to be defined by a clay unit that was intersected during the drilling of the landfill's Supply Well 2 at approximately 140 feet bgs. The Discharger has not yet adequately defined the thickness and lateral extent of the deep zone, although several of the existing monitoring wells partially penetrate this zone. The groundwater flow direction in the deep zone during the February and May 2010 monitoring events was towards the west-southwest (toward the Tuolumne River).

11. During August 2010, the Discharger completed a video survey of monitoring well MW-14S and of the former supply wells (SW-1 and SW-2). The 8 September 2010 Results of Well Video Surveying documents that the well casing for MW-14S is damaged, and recommends that the well be destroyed. The Discharger also recommends destroying SW-1 and SW-2 "since they are currently acting as potential conduits for shallow and deep aquifer zone cross contamination." The Discharger submitted a 29 October 2010 Well Destruction and Replacement Plan to destroy the

5 First Semi-Annual 2010 Detection, Evaluation, and Corrective Action Monitoring Report Geer Road Landfill, Stanislaus County, SCS Engineers, 2010
7 First Semi-Annual 2010 Detection, Evaluation, and Corrective Action Monitoring Report Geer Road Landfill, Stanislaus County, SCS Engineers, 2010
LANDFILL GAS

12. The conditions at the landfill promote the generation of landfill gas and uncontrolled leachate drainage, both of which have caused groundwater pollution. Landfill gas production rates are dependent on a number of factors: refuse composition and tonnage, free oxygen availability, moisture content, landfill cover, soil pH, and temperature. Gas production increases when the moisture level of the waste increases. This can happen when groundwater rises up into the waste, or when a landfill is not properly closed and rainfall saturates the waste from above. Gas production decreases as the waste decomposes and the resulting gas is extracted and/or migrates through the cap or underlying soil.

13. As noted above, the Geer Road Landfill operated as a cut and fill operation adjacent to the Tuolumne River. During the dry months, the landfill operator would excavate down to the water table and would then begin to fill the pit with waste. When the groundwater elevation rises, waste in the lower portion of the pits may become inundated with groundwater, thus promoting the generation of landfill gas and leachate. As stated in the WDRs, the landfill does not have a bottom liner system, and therefore, leachate and landfill gas condensate can freely drain to the underlying groundwater. This is supported by the Discharger’s 2002 Engineering Feasibility Study, which states:

“Some waste may be immersed in groundwater either constantly or periodically as groundwater rises and falls over time. When immersed in water, the waste releases VOCs some depth beneath groundwater. This may be the reason for the increasing VOC concentrations with depth discovered immediately downgradient of the landfill.”

The Discharger’s 2009 Engineering Feasibility Study also supports the above statements:

“It is also probably that VOCs in groundwater are caused, in part, by liquid-phase processes — either movement of leachate downward to groundwater, or transfer from wastes directly to groundwater if groundwater is in contact with the bottom of the wastes.”

14. Because landfill gas contributes to groundwater pollution, in 2009 the Discharger expanded the landfill gas extraction system by adding ten additional landfill gas extraction wells. Pressure readings provided in the Discharger’s 2010 LFG Recovery

---

8. Engineering Feasibility Study, Geer Road Landfill, SCS Engineers, 13 February 2009
System First and Second Quarter reports show that many of the landfill gas extraction wells in the northern portion of the landfill exhibited positive or zero gas pressure during the six monthly monitoring events. These readings mean that a vacuum is not present, that landfill gas is not being collected from those wells, and that landfill gas is free to migrate downward to the underlying groundwater.

15. Certain conditions at this site inhibit the efficiency of the landfill gas extraction system. For example, because the sides of the landfill are capped with clay instead of a geomembrane, maintaining a sufficient vacuum on the wells to remove landfill gas may pull too much oxygen into the waste, which could cause a fire. In addition, the landfill gas extraction system is not designed to remove contaminants once they enter the groundwater. Additionally, some of the VOCs present in the landfill gas have a relatively low vapor pressure, which means that they are less likely to volatilize sufficiently to be captured by vacuum extraction. This Order requires that the Discharger optimize operation of the current landfill gas collection system given the site constraints.

16. The Discharger has been voluntarily submitting quarterly landfill gas monitoring reports. Because landfill gas extraction is an integral part of the Discharger's corrective action program, it is appropriate to require continued monitoring of landfill gas to assess spatial and temporal trends, show that the corrective action system is being optimized, and assess whether expansion of the system is warranted. The current Monitoring and Reporting Program (MRP) does not require monitoring of all landfill gas extraction and monitoring wells. This Order includes a revised MRP that includes gas monitoring requirements.

IMPACTS ON GROUNDWATER QUALITY

17. The Second Semi-Annual and Annual 2010 Detection, Evaluation, and Corrective Action Monitoring Report shows that the following constituents are currently present in the groundwater beneath and downgradient of the landfill at concentrations exceeding established concentration limits\(^\text{11}\): specific conductance, bicarbonate alkalinity, chloride, total dissolved solids, benzene, 1,4-dichlorobenzene, dichlorodifluoromethane (Freon-12), 1,1-dichloroethane, 1,1-dichloroethene, cis-1,2-dichloroethylene, trans-1,2-dichloroethene, 1,2-dichloropropane, methyl t-butyl ether, tetrachloroethene, trichloroethene, trichlorofluoromethane (Freon-11), vinyl chloride, di-isopropyl ether, chloroform, chlorobenzene, and chloromethane.

---
\(^{11}\) Sections 20390 to 20405 of Title 27 require that the Board establish a Water Quality Protection Standard, including a concentration limit for each constituent reasonably expected to be present in the groundwater. The concentration limit applies at the downgradient edge of the unit. If groundwater constituents exceed the concentration limits, then Section 20430 requires that Discharger take corrective action to clean up the release so the constituents do not exceed the concentration limits. Site specific concentration limits are found in the WDRs.
18. The table below summarizes selected analytical results for five shallow zone monitoring wells. Four of these wells are on the downgradient boundary of the landfill and one well is further downgradient, next to the Tuolumne River. The May 2010 monitoring results shows that each of these wells contains VOCs at levels up to 40 times higher than the applicable concentration limits. Additional VOCs are present in some of the wells at levels below the concentration limits.

**VOCs in Shallow Zone Monitoring Wells**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituent</th>
<th>Concentration Limit</th>
<th>MW3S*</th>
<th>MW4S*</th>
<th>MW5S*</th>
<th>MW6S*</th>
<th>MW23S**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,1 Dichloroethane</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.29 J</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.37 J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cis 1,2 Dichloroethane</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.48 J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dichlorodifluoromethane</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.44 J</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichloroethylene (TCE)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrachloroethene (PCE)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinyl Chloride</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*= point of compliance well along landfill boundary
**= corrective action well, approximately 500 feet downgradient of MW4S, next to the Tuolumne River
J = The reported value was obtained from a reading that was less than the laboratory reporting limit (RL) but greater than or equal to the Method Detection Limit (MDL).
ND = not detected

19. The table below lists several deep-zone monitoring wells, two of which are along the downgradient boundary of the landfill and one of which is further downgradient, next to the Tuolumne River. The May 2010 monitoring results shows that each of these wells contains VOCs at levels up to 20 times higher than the applicable concentration limits. Additional VOCs are present in some of the wells at levels below the concentration limits.

**VOCs in Deeper Zone Monitoring Wells**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituent</th>
<th>Concentration Limit</th>
<th>MW3D*</th>
<th>MW4D*</th>
<th>MW23D**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,1 Dichloroethane</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.36 J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dichlorodifluoromethane</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichloroethylene (TCE)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.30 J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrachloroethene (PCE)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.17 J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*= point of compliance well
**= corrective action well, approximately 500 feet downgradient of MW4D, next to the Tuolumne River
J = The reported value was obtained from a reading that was less than the laboratory reporting limit (RL) but greater than or equal to the Method Detection Limit (MDL).
ND = not detected

20. The table below lists results for three inorganic constituent in two downgradient shallow/deep well pairs. These wells are beyond the hydrologic control of the landfill's groundwater extraction wells and beyond the influence of the landfill gas extraction system. The May 2010 sampling event shows that these wells contain elevated levels of three constituents that are commonly present due to a release of leachate. Arsenic, iron and manganese concentrations in these wells exceed concentrations found in background monitoring well MW-20S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituent</th>
<th>Concentration Limit in WDRs</th>
<th>MW15S</th>
<th>MW15D</th>
<th>MW23S</th>
<th>MW23D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific Conductance (umhos/cm)</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>1,101</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride (mg/I)</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicarbonate (mg/I)</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold Text = Concentration exceeds concentration limit in the WDRs
MWxxS = Shallow zone; MWxxD = Deeper zone well

21. The Discharger has installed a groundwater extraction and treatment system to address the migration of contamination in the underlying aquifer. The system consists of 12 extraction wells that are 300 to 400 feet apart and screened in the shallow zone only. The wells pump at different rates; the total pumping rate for the entire system is approximately 40 gpm. Extracted groundwater is conveyed to a treatment system consisting of two granular-activated carbon vessels for the removal of VOCs. Effluent from the groundwater treatment system is discharged to the subsurface through a series of injection trenches located approximately 200 feet from southeast edge of the landfill.\(^{12}\)

22. The Discharger completed repairs and enhancements to the existing groundwater extraction system in 2008. Following the repairs, the system was tested for effectiveness in controlling the movement of groundwater flow. The evaluation found that the groundwater extraction system produces measurable drawdown in some of the extraction wells, but that the radius of influence around the extraction wells at the current extraction rate is approximately 40 feet, which is much less than the distance between each well of 300 to 1,200 feet. No influence (drawdown) was observed in the nearby monitoring wells during the pumping tests.\(^{13}\) Combined with groundwater monitoring

\(^{12}\) Engineering Feasibility Study, Geer Road Landfill, SCS Engineers, 2009
\(^{13}\) Corrective Action Workplan, SCS Engineers, 2010
data for wells along the landfill boundary and downgradient of the landfill, the aquifer pumping tests show that the current groundwater corrective action system allows polluted groundwater to migrate off-site between the extraction wells. Additionally, although constituents of concern are routinely detected in the deeper zone monitoring wells at the downgradient edge of the landfill and downgradient of that, the groundwater corrective action system is not designed to capture polluted groundwater from the deeper zone.

23. Groundwater monitoring data for two shallow and deep zone well pairs located downgradient of the landfill and at the edge of the Tuolumne River (MW-15S, MW-15D, MW-23S, and MW-23D) show that aromatic VOCs, halogenated VOCs, and metals are present in groundwater in both the shallow and deeper groundwater zones. It is believed that the shallow groundwater is in connection with the river, and because the existing groundwater remediation system is not capable of containing the plume, it is likely that groundwater contaminants are entering the Tuolumne River. No monitoring has yet taken place to confirm or deny such a discharge, but if it were to occur, it may be in violation of the Clean Water Act and/or State Water Board Resolution 68-16. Therefore, this Order requires the Discharger to (a) submit a surface water Sampling and Analysis Plan, (b) monitor water quality for certain constituents of concern in the Tuolumne River, and (c) upgrade the groundwater remediation system such that the plume of contaminated shallow groundwater on the west-southwest side of the landfill is captured and treated.

24. The Discharger's consultant has reported that the vertical and lateral extent of the plume has yet to be fully defined; that the VOC plume in the deep zone may extend beneath the Tuolumne River; and that the VOC plume may extend up to 1,000 feet beyond the landfill. The groundwater data, the aquifer test results discussed above, and the documents in the case file indicate that the current groundwater extraction system is unable to:

a. Prevent inundation of the waste from rising groundwater;

b. Prevent or control migration of constituents of concern from the shallow zone into the deeper zone;

c. Prevent groundwater pollution from moving beyond the downgradient monitoring wells; and

d. Address the polluted groundwater that has migrated offsite.

This Order provides a time schedule for the Discharger to define the vertical and lateral extent of the plume in all groundwater zones affected by the release, which was a
requirement contained in the WDRs. Subsequent to defining the vertical and lateral extent of the plume, the Discharger must determine whether additional groundwater corrective action measures are needed.

VIOLATIONS OF THE WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS

25. The Provisions of the WDRs contain a schedule for specific work that the Discharger was required to complete to address the above issues. The scope of required work and reports was based on the Discharger's proposals, which were contained in the Report of Waste Discharge (RWD) and Engineering Feasibility Study (EFS) upon which the WDRs are based. Key provisions of the WDRs require that the Discharger submit the following:

a. By 30 July 2009, a LFG extraction well installation report for the 10 new LFG extraction wells at the south area of the landfill (Provision G.12.d).

b. By 30 October 2009, an evaluation monitoring report documenting the nature and extent of groundwater contamination at the north area of the landfill (Provision G.12.f).

c. By 29 January 2010, a corrective action plan for groundwater remediation at the north area of the landfill (Provision G.12.g).

d. By 30 August 2010, a well installation report for corrective action at the north area of the landfill (Provision G.12.h).

e. By 31 October 2010, a corrective action plan for installation of either: (1) 28 additional LFG extraction wells and a new 1,500 scfm gas flare, or (2) 20 dual-completion groundwater extraction wells and upgraded groundwater treatment units as described in the Discharger's 13 February 2009 EFS (Provision G.12.i).

f. By 29 July 2011, an operations and maintenance plan for the new corrective action facilities for the north and south areas of the landfill (Provision G.12.j).

g. By 31 October 2011, a report documenting completion of installation, startup, operation, and maintenance of the facilities and improvements described in the two corrective action work plans (required by G.12.g and G.12.i) for the north and south areas of the landfill (Provision G.12.k).

26. The Discharger has not completed all of the work that was required in the WDRs. This Order requires the Discharger to address deficiencies that have caused or contribute to groundwater pollution, thereby coming into compliance with the WDRs. This Order was prepared to address the following violations:
a. Failure to completely define the vertical and lateral extent of VOCs in groundwater as required by Provision G.7 and G.12.f.

b. Failure to submit a corrective action plan for groundwater remediation at the north area of the landfill as required by Provision G.12.g.

c. Submittal of an inadequate corrective action plan for additional LFG and dual-completion groundwater extraction wells. The report did not comply with the required scope of required work, which was specified in Provision G.12.i.

d. Failure to make upgrades to the corrective action system as required by Provisions G.12.h.

e. Failure to protect the underlying aquifer from contaminants emanating from the landfill as required by Provision E.5 and G.8, and

f. Failure to construct a groundwater monitoring system that meets the standards in California Code of Regulations, title 27 ("Title 27"), section 20415, as required by Provision E.1 and G.2.

27. With regard to Provision G.12.f (definition of the extent of contamination in the north area), the Discharger submitted the required report, but the evaluation of the nature and extent of groundwater contamination was incomplete. Rather than defining the complete vertical and lateral extent of the plume in all zones affected by the release as required, the report stated that no further investigation was necessary. The report also stated that the existing landfill gas issue will be addressed by the existing LFG extraction system, and that no additional investigation of landfill gas is necessary because additional groundwater corrective action measures are planned.

28. With regard to Provision G.12.g (corrective action plan for the north area groundwater plume), the Discharger did not submit the required corrective action plan for groundwater impacts at the north end of the landfill.

29. With regard to Provision G.12.i, the Discharger did submit a Corrective Action Workplan. The document describes the results of an aquifer test, groundwater treatability study, and an infiltration study. Based on the aquifer test, the workplan states that fewer than 20 additional groundwater extraction wells are needed to create a barrier along the southern and western boundary of the landfill. The workplan recommends replacing the existing groundwater extraction system with an expanded system consisting of 13 shallow zone extraction wells, spaced approximately 400 feet apart, with a flow rate of 30 gallons per minute (gpm) per well. The workplan recommends against installing deeper zone extraction wells because of the potential for drawing VOCs downward from the shallow zone. The workplan recommends that groundwater be treated with a Hazleton system (with air stripping, filtration, granulated activated carbon) and
discharged through new infiltration trenches. However, instead of implementing this plan, the Discharger states in the report transmittal letter "...we are not recommending implementation of this system at this time..."

30. With regard to Provisions G.12.j and k (the due date for (a) an operations and maintenance plan and (b) a report documenting completion of installation and startup testing of improved corrective actions systems), neither the 29 July 2011 nor the 31 October 2011 due date have yet passed. However, the Discharger's failure to comply with the predecessor Provisions, as well as its statement that it will not comply with its own plan, means that timely compliance with these requirements is unlikely.

31. Provision E.5 of the WDRs states: "The concentrations of the constituents of concern in waters passing the Point of Compliance shall not exceed the concentration limits established pursuant to Monitoring and Reporting Program No. R5-2009-0051." The data presented in the above Findings show that certain VOCs, specific conductivity, chloride, and bicarbonate concentrations in groundwater exceed the WDRs' concentration limits at, and downgradient of, the point of compliance in both the shallow and deeper zones.

REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS

32. The Discharger's acts and failure to act have caused or permitted waste to be discharged or deposited where it has discharged to waters of the state and has created, and continues to threaten to create, a condition of pollution or nuisance.


34. The designated beneficial uses of underlying groundwater, as stated in the Basin Plan, are domestic and municipal supply, agricultural supply, and industrial supply.

35. Surface water runoff from the site is to the Tuolumne River. The beneficial uses of the Tuolumne River in the reach between New Don Pedro Dam and the San Joaquin River are municipal and domestic supply; agricultural supply; water contact recreation; noncontact water recreation; warm freshwater habitat; cold freshwater habitat; migration of aquatic organisms; spawning, reproduction and/or early development; and wildlife habitat.

36. Water Code section 13301 states in part,

  When a regional board finds that a discharge of waste is taking place or threatening to take place in violation of requirements or discharge prohibitions prescribed by the regional board or the state board, the board may issue an order to cease and desist and direct that those
persons not complying with the requirements or discharge prohibitions (a) comply forthwith, (b) comply in accordance with a time schedule set by the board, or (c) in the event of a threatened violation, take appropriate remedial or preventative action. In the event of an existing or threatened violation of waste discharge requirements in the operation of a community sewer system, cease and desist orders may restrict or prohibit the volume, type, or concentration of waste that might be added to such system by dischargers who did not discharge into the system prior to the issuance of the cease and desist order. Cease and desist orders may be issued directly by a board, after notice and hearing, or in accordance with the procedure set forth in Section 13302.

37. Water Code section 13267(b)(1) states that:

In conducting an investigation specified in subdivision (a), the regional board may require that any person who has discharged, discharges, or is suspected of having discharged or discharging, or who proposes to discharge waste within its region, or any citizen or domiciliary, or political agency or entity of this state who has discharged, discharges, or is suspected of having discharged or discharging, or who proposes to discharge, waste outside of its region that could affect the quality of waters within its region shall furnish, under penalty of perjury, technical or monitoring program reports which the regional board requires. The burden, including costs, of these reports shall bear a reasonable relationship to the need for the report and the benefits to be obtained from the reports. In requiring those reports, the regional board shall provide the person with a written explanation with regard to the need for the reports, and shall identify the evidence that supports requiring that person to provide the reports.

38. As described the Form 200 that was submitted on 31 October 2007 and incorporated into the WDRs, the Discharger owns the Geer Road Landfill and maintains and monitors the facility subject to this Order. This Order does not impose significant new monitoring or investigative reporting requirements; most of the reports described herein are obligations that are already required under the existing WDRs and in the Discharger's existing MRP. However, this Order obligates the Discharger to continue to submit monitoring results for the landfill gas extraction system, as described in Finding No. 16, and imposes a requirement to conduct additional surface water sampling, as described in Finding No. 23. The landfill gas extraction system monitoring is already being conducted by the Discharger, and the results of the monitoring are currently being submitted voluntarily. It is necessary to include these reporting requirements in the MRP so that the Board can determine whether the landfill gas extraction system is being operated in a manner that maximizes extraction of VOCs from the landfill mass. The additional surface water sampling is required to determine whether waste constituents from the landfill are impacting the Tuolumne River. This Order, which requires compliance with a revised MRP, also imposes greater monitoring frequencies for certain monitoring wells to determine whether remedial actions are effective. The additional monitoring includes monitoring for constituents that are carcinogenic or cause damage to the liver, kidneys, nervous system, or circulatory system. The additional monitoring reports and other technical reports required by this Order are necessary to determine compliance with Waste Discharge Requirements Order R5-2009-0051, Title 27, and this Order, and to ensure protection of human health and the environment. The burden
placed on the Discharger to comply with the additional requirements is reasonable, considering the gravity of the water quality impacts associated with these constituents.

39. The WDRs require the Discharger to, “comply with all applicable provisions of Title 27 and 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 258 (Subtitle D) that are not specifically referred to in this Order. (Provision G.2.) Applicable sections from Title 27 include:

a. Title 27, section 20405(a), which states in part:
   For each Unit, the RWQCB shall specify in the WDRs the Point of Compliance at which the Water Standard... applies. The Point of Compliance is a vertical surface located at the hydraulically downgradient limit of the Unit that extends through the uppermost aquifer underlying the Unit.

b. Title 27, section 20425(b), which states in part:
   The discharger shall collect and analyze all data necessary to assess the nature and extent of the release from the Unit. This assessment shall include a determination of the spatial distribution and concentration of each COC throughout the zone affected by the release. The discharger shall complete and submit this assessment within 90 days of establishing an evaluation monitoring program.

c. Title 27, section 20425(i), which states in part:
   Any time the RWQCB determines that the evaluation monitoring program does not satisfy the requirements of this section, the RWQCB shall send written notification of such determination to the discharger by certified mail, return receipt requested. The discharger shall, within 90 days of such notification by the RWQCB, submit an amended report of waste discharge to make appropriate changes to the program.

d. Title 27, section 20430(b), which states:
   The discharger shall take corrective action to achieve the following goals: to remediate releases from the Unit; to ensure that the discharger achieves compliance with the Water Standard adopted under section 20390 for that Unit.

e. Title 27, section 20430(c), which states:
   The discharger shall implement corrective action measures that ensure that COCs achieve their respective concentration limits at all Monitoring Points and throughout the zone affected by the release, including any portions thereof that extend beyond the facility boundary, by removing the waste constituents or treating them in place.

f. Title 27, section 20430(j), which states in part:
   Any time the RWQCB determines that the corrective action program does not satisfy the requirements of this section, the discharger shall, within 90 days of receiving written notification of such determination by the RWQCB, submit an amended report of waste discharge to make appropriate changes to the program.
g. Title 27, section 20400, which states in part:

(a) ... For each Constituent of Concern..., the discharger shall propose one of the following...:

(1) **Background Value** — a concentration limit not to exceed the background value of that constituent as determined pursuant to §20415(e)(10)(A);

(2) **Value Redetermined Each Time** — that the WDRs include a statement that, at any given time, the concentration limit for that COC will be equal to the background value of that constituent, as determined pursuant to §20415(e)(10)(B); or

(3) **CLGBC** — a concentration limit greater than background (CLGB) established pursuant to this section for a corrective action program.

(b) ... Upon final approval by the RWQCB, each concentration limit and each statement shall be specified in WDRs...

(c) **Establishing a CLGB** — For a corrective action program, the RWQCB shall establish a CLGB... only if the RWQCB finds that it is technologically or economically infeasible to achieve the background value for that constituent and that the constituent will not pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health or the environment as long as the CLGB is not exceeded. In making this finding, the RWQCB shall consider the factors specified in ¶(d), the results of the engineering feasibility study submitted pursuant to §20425(c), data submitted by the discharger pursuant to §20425(d)(2) to support the proposed CLGB, public testimony on the proposal, and any additional data obtained during the evaluation monitoring program.

... (e) **CLGB Ceiling** — In no event shall a CLGB for a constituent of concern exceed the lowest concentration that the discharger demonstrates and the RWQCB finds is technologically and economically achievable. No provision of this section shall be taken to allow a CLGB for a constituent of concern to exceed the maximum concentration that would be allowed under other applicable statutes or regulations [e.g., Maximum Concentration Limits established under the federal Safe Drinking Water Act...].

On 13 February 2009, the Discharger proposed CLGB\textsuperscript{16} for some constituents of concern equivalent to the Maximum Concentration Limits established under the Safe Drinking Water Act. However, the proposed CLGBs were not included in the WDRs adopted by the Board. A review of the proposal finds that the Discharger did not provide sufficient information to justify its request. The Board did adopt concentration limits for both VOCs and inorganics based on background concentrations. However, some of the inorganic concentration limits may have been inappropriately calculated by using wells affected by landfill gas. This Order requires the Discharger to propose new inorganic concentration limits using the appropriate background well. In addition, the Discharger may wish to provide detailed information to propose CLGB for certain volatile organic compounds in accordance with the regulations described above.

\textsuperscript{16} *Engineering Feasibility Study, Geer Road Landfill. SCS Engineers, 2009*
40. Provision G.8 of Waste Discharge Requirements Order R5-2009-0051 states:

   The owner of the waste management facility shall have the continuing responsibility to assure
   protection of waters of the state from discharged wastes and from gases and leachate
   generated by discharged waste during the postclosure maintenance period of the Unit(s) and
   during subsequent use of the property for other purposes.

41. The issuance of this Order is an enforcement action by a regulatory agency and is
exempt from the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act, pursuant to
California Code of Regulations, title 14, section 15321(a)(2).

42. On 8 April 2011, in Rancho Cordova, California, after due notice to the Discharger and
all other affected persons, the Central Valley Water Board conducted a public hearing at
which evidence was received to consider a Cease and Desist Order under Water Code
section 13301 to establish a time schedule to achieve compliance with waste discharge
requirements.

SUMMARY OF THE ACTIONS REQUIRED BY THIS ORDER

43. As described and defined in detail below, this Order requires compliance with the WDRs
by compelling the Discharger to:

   a. Define the lateral and vertical extent of contamination in the shallow and deep
      groundwater zones;

   b. Optimize the current landfill gas extraction system to extract as much gas as
      possible, given the site constraints.

   c. Properly destroy the two groundwater supply wells that provide a conduit between
      the shallower and deeper groundwater zones. In addition, destroy the damaged
      groundwater monitoring well and replace it.

   d. Comply with an updated Monitoring and Reporting Program that has been revised
      to include requirements to (1) monitor the Tuolumne River, (2) monitor certain
      groundwater monitoring wells on a more frequent schedule to ascertain whether
      the corrective actions are successful, and (3) submit landfill gas monitoring reports
      on a semi-annual instead of quarterly basis.
e. Upon definition of the lateral and vertical extent of contamination, prepare a revised Report of Waste Discharge and possibly an Engineering Feasibility Study to discuss whether additional landfill gas and/or groundwater corrective action measures are needed to comply with the requirements of the WDRs, the Basin Plan, Title 27, and State Board Resolution 68-16. The Discharger may wish to propose concentration limits greater than background ("CLGB"). The EFS shall also evaluate whether additional permanent groundwater monitoring wells need to be installed.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, pursuant to Water Code sections 13301, 13260 and 13267, Stanislaus County, its agents, successors, and assigns shall, in accordance with the following tasks and time schedule, implement the following improvements to their monitoring, and corrective action systems to ensure compliance with WDRs Order R5-2009-0051.

Each report submitted to the Central Valley Water Board shall be included in the Discharger’s Operating Record. Furthermore, any person signing a document submitted under this Order shall make the following certification:

“I certify under penalty of law that I have personally examined and am familiar with the information submitted in this document and all attachments and that, based on my knowledge and on my inquiry of those individuals immediately responsible for obtaining the information, I believe that the information is true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment.”

Revised Monitoring and Reporting Program

1. Effective 1 July 2011, the Discharger shall comply with the Revised Monitoring and Reporting Program (MRP R5-2009-0051) adopted concurrently with this Order.

2. By 1 June 2011, the Discharger shall submit and implement a Tuolumne River Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP) containing the details of where and how samples will be collected to comply with the surface water monitoring requirements of the Revised MRP. Surface water sampling shall begin in July 2011.

Landfill Gas Corrective Action Tasks

3. By 30 September 2011, the Discharger shall submit a Landfill Gas Extraction System Optimization Report. The Plan shall describe steps that need to be taken to modify the physical components or operating elements of the landfill gas system to prevent landfill gas, to the extent possible, from entering the groundwater throughout the entire footprint of the landfill (and if appropriate, from the vadose zone adjacent to and beneath the landfill). For purposes of this Order, "optimization" is defined as structural or operational
improvements. The Report shall include:

a. A description of the measures that have been taken to provide and maintain, to the extent possible, continuous negative pressure\(^{17}\) in each landfill gas extraction well for each interval monitored;

b. Certification that those measures have been fully implemented;

c. An Operational Procedures document that describes on-going procedures that will be implemented to ensure that landfill gas extraction is continuously optimized. The document may reference requirements from the regulations pertaining to Methane Emissions from Municipal Solid Waste Landfills contained in the California Code of Regulations, title 17, Subchapter 10, Article 4, Subarticle 6, section 95460 et seq.

Groundwater Corrective Action Tasks

4. By 30 November 2011, the Discharger shall submit a Well Destruction and Replacement Report of Results to document that wells MW-14S, and the supply well were destroyed in accordance with the 29 October 2010 work plan, and that MW-14S was replaced as described in the work plan.

5. By 30 December 2011, the Discharger shall submit a Groundwater Plume Investigation Workplan that describes a specific plan to define the nature and extent of groundwater impacts associated with the Geer Road landfill. Consistent with Title 27, section 20425, the investigation shall include the installation of additional groundwater monitoring wells. All new wells shall become part of the well network required to be monitored under the MRP. The workplan shall contain the information listed in the first section of Attachment B, Items to Include in Monitoring Well Installation Workplan and Report of Results, and shall be designed to:

   a. Determine the vertical distribution and concentration of each constituent of concern\(^{18}\) in groundwater in each aquifer zone affected by the release, with attention paid to the deep “deep gravel” zone found at 125-140 feet bgs at Supply Well-2. At a minimum, three wells shall be installed into the deep gravel zone. The first well shall be installed at the southwest edge of the landfill in the vicinity of monitoring wells MW-45/4D, and shall be screened into the deep gravel zone and the next deeper water bearing zone. The second well shall be

---

\(^{17}\) For purposes of this Order, “continuous negative pressure” means that each wellhead shall be operated under a vacuum (negative pressure) except (a) when a well has been decommissioned with approval of the Assistant Executive Officer, (b) when necessary to prevent or control a landfill fire, (c) during maintenance, construction, or well raising activities on a well, or (d) when the gas collection system has been temporarily shut down for maintenance or repairs.

\(^{18}\) At a minimum, the constituents of concern include the “monitoring parameters” listed in Table I of the MRP.
installed along the northwest edge of the landfill, between monitoring wells MW-3S/D and MW-17 S/D, and shall monitor the shallow zone and the deep gravel zone. The third well shall be north of MW-23S/D along the Tuolumne River and shall monitor the shallow zone and the deep gravel zone. All borings shall be continuously cored and logged following the protocol outlined in ASTM Standard D2488-09a Standard Practice for Description and Identification of Soils (Visual-Manual Procedure). Special attention shall be made to define the presence, thickness, and characteristics of the semi-confining layer between the shallow zone and the deep gravel zone, as well as the complete thickness of the deep gravel zone.

b. Determine the lateral distribution and concentration of each constituent of concern in groundwater at the northwest side of the landfill (Triangle Ranch property). Existing piezometers in this area, as well as the wells listed in Item 6.a may be used to accomplish this task, or additional wells may be proposed. All borings shall be continuously cored and logged.

c. Evaluate whether groundwater on the west-southwest side of the Tuolumne River has been affected by the releases. At a minimum, this task shall be accomplished by:

i. Identifying all domestic and municipal water supply wells within a one-mile radius downgradient (west and southwest) of the landfill and using records available from the California Department of Water Resources and Stanislaus County.

ii. For wells with screened intervals in either the shallow aquifer or deep gravel zone, preparing a sampling plan to determine if they have been impacted by the landfill plume and contacting the landowners for access to the property.

iii. Installing a minimum of three wells to determine the lateral extent of the plume in the groundwater corresponding to the landfill's shallow and deep gravel zones. Monitoring wells may be installed along County right-of-ways.

6. By 30 December 2012, the Discharger shall submit a Groundwater Plume Investigation Report that presents of the findings of the hydrogeologic investigation completed pursuant to the approved workplan. The report should incorporate data obtained during previous investigations, and shall include:

a. A well installation report for any newly installed monitoring points.

b. Documentation of all investigative activities and data derived from the investigation described in Item 6, above. The document shall include the information listed in the second section of Attachment B, Items to Include in Monitoring Well Installation Workplan and Report of Results.
c. A detailed evaluation of the lateral extent of all COCs in the shallow, gravel, and deeper saturated zones that extends in all directions from the landfill, with an emphasis on the west-southwest side of the landfill, including the Triangle Ranch property and across the Tuolumne River to the west-southwest of the landfill. If analytical data does not provide a “non detect” point for any of these zones, then include modeled points (and rationale) where all COCs are not detected in groundwater samples from those zones.

d. A site conceptual model that defines the stratigraphy; hydrogeologic properties of the shallow and deeper aquifer zones; and the influence of water supply wells, river stage and on-site disposal of treated groundwater on groundwater elevation and gradient under current site conditions.

e. A calibrated numeric groundwater model based on current site-specific data that depicts the existing groundwater plumes and can be used to model alternative groundwater remediation strategies.

Evaluation of Need for Additional Corrective Actions

7. By 30 December 2012, the Discharger shall submit a Report of Waste Discharge (ROWD) to allow the WDRs to be updated. At a minimum, the ROWD shall describe the following:

   a. The nature and extent of groundwater impacts for each COC in all zones affected by the release (use the information submitted in the Groundwater Plume Investigation Report, and expand with the additional year of monitoring).

   b. Proposed Water Quality Protection Standards for all constituents listed in Table VII of the MRP, and an estimated date when compliance with all water quality protection standards will be achieved for all zones affected by the release. If the Discharger proposes concentration limits greater than background, the ROWD shall address all of the requirements set forth in section 20400 of Title 27. Unless otherwise justified, well MW-20S shall be considered the background well for the shallow groundwater zone and well MW-20D shall be considered the background well for the deep groundwater zone.

   c. An evaluation of the effectiveness of the LFG corrective action system in terms of its ability to capture LFG to provide source control.

   d. An evaluation of the expanded GWETS system in terms of its ability to capture the contaminant plume onsite to prevent off-site migration of impacted groundwater.

   e. An evaluation of whether additional corrective action is need to address all groundwater impacts in order to ensure compliance with State Water Resources Control Board Resolution 92-49, the Basin Plan, and Title 27.
f. An evaluation of whether additional permanent monitoring wells are needed to document the effectiveness of the corrective actions.

g. Updated financial assurance estimates for post-closure maintenance and for corrective action.

If additional corrective action measures are needed to ensure compliance with either the site-specific concentration limits, State Water Board Resolution 92-49, Title 27, or the Basin Plan, then the ROWD shall include an Updated Engineering Feasibility Study (EFS) Report that presents an updated engineering feasibility analysis of alternatives to expand and/or modify the existing LFG system and/or the existing groundwater extraction and treatment system so that it will achieve compliance with the applicable limits for each COC. The feasibility analysis shall include a revised cost estimate for capital and annual operation/maintenance/monitoring costs, as well as selection of the preferred alternative and justification for the selection. The feasibility analysis shall demonstrate, based on the numeric model, that the selected alternative will result in compliance with the Water Quality Protection Standards within a defined period of time.

Progress Reports

8. **Beginning with the second quarter 2011,** the Discharger shall submit quarterly progress reports describing the work completed to date to comply with each of the requirements described above. The Quarterly Progress Reports shall be submitted by the 15th day of the month following the end of the quarter (e.g. by 15 April, 15 July, 15 October, and 15 January).

In accordance with California Business and Professions Code sections 6735, 7835, and 7835.1, engineering and geologic evaluations and judgments shall be performed by or under the direction of registered professionals competent and proficient in the fields pertinent to the required activities. All technical reports specified herein that contain workplans for, that describe the conduct of investigations and studies, or that contain technical conclusions and recommendations concerning engineering and geology shall be prepared by or under the direction of appropriately qualified professional(s), even if not explicitly stated. Each technical report submitted by the Discharger shall contain the professional's signature and/or stamp of the seal.

The Assistant Executive Officer may extend the deadlines contained in this Order if the Discharger demonstrates that circumstances beyond the Discharger's control, including a delay beyond 60 days for Board staff to complete the first review of workplans, have created delays, provided that the Discharger continues to undertake all appropriate measures to meet the deadlines. The Discharger shall make any deadline extension request in writing at least 30 days prior to the deadline. The Discharger must obtain written approval from the Assistant Executive Officer for any departure from the time schedule shown above. Failure to obtain written approval for any departures may result in enforcement action.
If, in the opinion of the Assistant Executive Officer, the Discharger fails to comply with the provisions of this Order, the Assistant Executive Officer may refer this matter to the Attorney General for judicial enforcement, may issue a complaint for administrative civil liability, or may take other enforcement actions.

Failure to comply with this Order or with the WDRs may result in the assessment of Administrative Civil Liability of up to $10,000 per violation, per day, depending on the violation, pursuant to the California Water Code, including sections 13268, 13350 and 13385. The Central Valley Water Board reserves its right to take any enforcement actions authorized by law.

Any person aggrieved by this action of the Central Valley Water Board may petition the State Water Board to review the action in accordance with Water Code section 13320 and California Code of Regulations, title 23, sections 2050 and following. The State Water Board must receive the petition by 5:00 p.m., 30 days after the date that this Order becomes final, except that if the thirtieth day following the date that this Order becomes final falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or state holiday, the petition must be received by the State Water Board by 5:00 p.m. on the next business day. Copies of the law and regulations applicable to filing petitions may be found on the Internet at:

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/public_notices/petitions/water_quality

or will be provided upon request.

I, PAMELA C. CREEDON, Executive Officer, do hereby certify the foregoing is a full, true, and correct copy of an Order adopted by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region, on 8 April 2011.

Original Signed By:

__________________________________________
PAMELA C. CREEDON, Executive Officer
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ATTACHMENT B

REQUIREMENTS FOR
MONITORING WELL INSTALLATION WORKPLANS AND
MONITORING WELL INSTALLATION REPORTS

Prior to installation of groundwater monitoring wells, the Discharger shall submit a workplan containing, at a minimum, the information listed in Section 1 below. Wells may be installed after staff approves the workplan. Upon installation of the monitoring wells, the Discharger shall submit a well installation report that includes the information contained in Section 2 below. All workplans and reports must be prepared under the direction of, and signed by, a registered geologist or civil engineer licensed by the State of California.

SECTION 1 - Monitoring Well Installation Workplan and Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan

The monitoring well installation workplan shall contain the following minimum information:

A. General Information:
   Purpose of the well installation project
   Brief description of local geologic and hydrogeologic conditions
   Proposed monitoring well locations and rationale for well locations
   Topographic map showing facility location, roads, and surface water bodies
   Large scaled site map showing all existing on-site wells, proposed wells, surface drainage courses, surface water bodies, buildings, waste handling facilities, utilities, and major physical and man-made features

B. Drilling Details:
   On-site supervision of drilling and well installation activities
   Description of drilling equipment and techniques
   Equipment decontamination procedures
   Soil sampling intervals (if appropriate) and logging methods

C. Monitoring Well Design (in narrative and/or graphic form):
   Diagram of proposed well construction details:
   • Borehole diameter
   • Casing and screen material, diameter, and centralizer spacing (if needed)
   • Type of well caps (bottom cap either screw on or secured with stainless steel screws)
   • Anticipated depth of well, length of well casing, and length and position of perforated interval
   • Thickness, position, composition and method that the surface seal, sanitary seal, and sand pack will be placed into the borehole
   • Description of how the well screen slot size and filter pack grain size will be selected
D. Well Development (not to be performed until at least 48 hours after sanitary seal placement):
   Method of development to be used (i.e., surge, bail, pump, etc.)
   Parameters to be monitored during development and record keeping technique
   Method of determining when development is complete
   Disposal of development water

E. Well Survey (precision of vertical survey data shall be at least 0.01 foot):
   Identify the Licensed Land Surveyor or Civil Engineer that will perform the survey
   Datum for survey measurements
   List well features to be surveyed (i.e. top of casing, horizontal and vertical coordinates, etc.)

F. Schedule for Completion of Work

G. Appendix: Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP)
   The Groundwater SAP shall be included as an appendix to the workplan, and shall be utilized as a guidance document that is referred to by individuals responsible for conducting groundwater monitoring and sampling activities.

   Provide a detailed written description of standard operating procedures for the following:
   • Equipment to be used during sampling
   • Borehole logging
   • Equipment decontamination procedures
   • Water level measurement procedures
   • Well purging (include a discussion of procedures to follow if three casing volumes cannot be purged)
   • Monitoring and record keeping during water level measurement and well purging (include copies of record keeping logs to be used)
   • Purge water disposal
   • Analytical methods and required reporting limits
   • Sample containers and preservatives
   • Sampling
      - General sampling techniques
      - Record keeping during sampling (include copies of record keeping logs to be used)
      - QA/QC samples
   • Chain of Custody
   • Sample handling and transport
SECTION 2 - Monitoring Well Installation Report

The monitoring well installation report must provide the information listed below. In addition, the report must also clearly identify, describe, and justify any deviations from the approved workplan.

A. General Information:
   - Purpose of the well installation project
   - Brief description of local geologic and hydrogeologic conditions encountered during installation of the wells.
   - A table showing the potentiometric surface elevation measured in adjacent monitoring wells at the time of drilling
   - Number of monitoring wells installed and copies of County Well Construction Permits
   - Topographic map showing facility location, roads, surface water bodies
   - Scaled site map showing all previously existing wells, newly installed wells, surface water bodies, buildings, waste handling facilities, utilities, and other major physical and man-made features.

B. Drilling Details (in narrative and/or graphic form):
   - On-site supervision of drilling and well installation activities
   - Drilling contractor and driller’s name
   - Description of drilling equipment and techniques
   - Equipment decontamination procedures
   - Soil sampling intervals and logging methods
   - Well boring log:
     - Well boring number and date drilled
     - Borehole diameter and total depth
     - Total depth of open hole (same as total depth drilled if no caving or back-grouting occurs)
     - Depth to first encountered groundwater and stabilized groundwater depth
     - Detailed description of soils encountered, using the Unified Soil Classification System

C. Well Construction Details (in narrative and/or graphic form):
   - Well construction diagram, including:
     - Monitoring well number and date constructed
     - Casing and screen material, diameter, and centralizer spacing (if needed)
     - Length of well casing, and length and position of perforated interval
     - Thickness, position, and composition of surface seal, sanitary seal, and sand pack
     - Type of well caps (bottom cap either screw on or secured with stainless steel screws)
     - The amount of water placed in the well during construction

E. Well Development:
   - Date(s) and method of development
   - How well development completion was determined
   - Volume of water purged from well and method of development water disposal
   - Field notes from well development should be included in report
F. Well Survey (survey the top rim of the well casing with the cap removed):
   - Identify the coordinate system and datum for survey measurements.
   - Describe the measuring points (i.e. ground surface, top of casing, etc.).
   - Present the well survey report data in a table.
   - Include the Registered Engineer or Licensed Surveyor's report and field notes in appendix.
EXHIBIT B
REQUEST FOR PREPARATION OF THE RECORD
May 5, 2011

Via U.S. Mail

Pamela Creedon, Executive Officer
California Regional Water Quality Control Board,
Central Valley Region
11020 Sun Center Drive, #200
Rancho Cordova, California 95670-6114

RE: Request for Preparation of the Administrative Record Concerning Adoption of Order No. R5-2011-0021 (issuance of CDO to Stanislaus County Department of Environmental Resources)

Dear Ms. Creedon:

On April 8, 2011, the Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region ("Regional Board") adopted Cease and Desist Order No. R5-2011-0021 ("CDO"). The Stanislaus County Department of Environmental Resources ("County") intends to file a Petition for Review ("Petition") of the CDO with the State Water Resources Control Board ("State Board") and to request the State Board to hold its Petition in abeyance.

With this letter, the County is respectfully requesting that the Regional Board prepare and deliver to the undersigned the full administrative record and proceedings related to the CDO ("Administrative Record"). Provided that the State Board agrees to hold the County's petition in abeyance, preparation of the Administrative Record need not commence unless and until the County's petition is taken out of abeyance.

The County requests that the Administrative Record for the CDO include, but not be limited to, the following documents:

(1) a copy of the tape recordings, transcripts and/or notes regularly made during each and every public meeting at which the CDO, or proposed related actions, were or should have been considered, discussed, acted upon, approved or included on the public agenda;

(2) the agendas and minutes of any public meeting or hearing at which the CDO, or proposed related actions, were or should have been considered, discussed, acted upon, or approved;
(3) a copy of all draft and tentative versions of the CDO;

(4) a copy of the CDO as adopted;

(5) any and all documents or other evidence, regardless of authorship, relied upon, relating to, or used to formulate the requirements contained in any draft, tentative, or adopted version of the CDO;

(6) any and all documents received by the Regional Board from the County or its employees, agencies, consultants, or attorneys pertaining to the draft, tentative, or adopted versions of the CDO;

(7) any and all documents received by the Regional Board from any individual, company, partnership, corporation, agency, trade organization, and/or government entity (other than the County), pertaining to the draft, tentative or adopted versions of the CDO;

(8) any document or material incorporated by reference by the County, an individual, company, partnership, corporation, agency, trade organization, and/or government entity in any document submitted to the Regional Board pertaining to the draft, tentative or adopted version of the CDO; and

(9) any record of any type of communication among members or staff of the Regional Board, or between or among the Regional Board or its staff and other persons or agencies pertaining to the draft, tentative or adopted versions of the CDO.

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Gregory J. Newmark